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Gastrointestinal symptoms represent common clinical problems for paediatric populations.
In adults, MRI to evaluate gastric physiology and motility is increasingly popular as a research tool.
MRI’s non-invasiveness, absence of ionising radiation and growing availability makes it a promising
modality to help us better understand gastrointestinal symptoms in children.
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Gastrointestinal symptoms including constipation, diarrhoea, pain and bloating represent some of
the most common clinical problems for patients. These symptoms can often be managed with
cheap, widely available medication or will spontaneously resolve. However, for many patients,
chronic GI symptoms persist and frequently come to dominate their lives. At one end of the
spectrum there is Inflammatory Bowel Disease (IBD) with a clearly defined but expensive treatment
pathway. Contrasting with this is Irritable Bowel Syndrome (IBS), likely a collection of pathologies,
has a poorly standardised pathway with unsatisfactory clinical outcomes. Managing GI symptoms in
adult populations is a challenge. The clinical burden of gastrointestinal disease is also prevalent in
paediatric populations and perhaps even harder to treat.
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In this review we explore some of the recent advances in magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) to study
the gastrointestinal tract. Complex in both its anatomical structure and its physiology we are likely
missing key physiological markers of disease through relying on symptomatic descriptors of gut
function. Using MRI we might be able to characterise previously opaque processes, such as nonpropulsive contractility, that could lead to changes in how we understand even common symptoms
like constipation. This review explores recent advances in the field in adult populations and
examines how this safe, objective and increasingly available modality might be applied to paediatric
populations.
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Introduction:
Gastrointestinal complaints including nausea, vomiting, abdominal pain and constipation represent
some of the most common symptoms encountered by a physician[1], [2]. Where organic pathology
has been excluded, gastrointestinal dysmotility is often implied as the underlying cause[3].
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Aside from causing distress for the patient, GI symptoms can be tremendously frustrating for the
clinician to treat and expensive for the healthcare provider to manage[4]. Patients will likely undergo
batteries of tests to assess gastrointestinal function which all too often result in ambiguous findings
that in many cases fail to inform medical management[5]–[7]. Pro-kinetics and other medications
are effective in many patients but a significant proportion remain symptomatic and experience a
reduced quality of life[8].
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A challenge in adult populations, gastrointestinal dysmotility presents an even greater trial in
paediatric clinics where risks of radiation exposure, medication side effects and a broader
uncertainty of optimal treatment strategy (compounded by the varying onset of symptoms through
development) complicate effective treatment for this population. Conditions including deranged
gastric emptying, chronic intestinal pseudo-obstruction (CIPO), Hirschsprung disease and
constipation represent, at best, a major impact to the quality of life and ability to thrive of the
paediatric patient group[9].
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The purpose of this review is to introduce the most recent advancements in medical imaging to
assess gastrointestinal dysmotility. Optimal treatment of a patient comes from coupling an
optimised diagnostic pathway with an efficacious treatment strategy. Diseases underpinned by
gastrointestinal dysmotility are challenging because we do not have the tests to understand the
nature of the underlying pathology. In adult populations, a number of recent studies have
demonstrated new avenues to phenotype and drive fundamental understanding of gut function
across a range of diseases (including dyspepsia, Crohn’s and constipation) shared by paediatric
populations.

PT

Importantly, we have a range of medications that affect gut function. Without a means to direct
them however, the ‘trial and error ‘ method will continue to produce variable and occasionally
unsatisfactory outcomes.
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Dysmotility disorders in Children:

A

Several excellent reviews are currently available[4], [9], [10] summarising the main disorders of
dysmotility in paediatric populations and the information summarised in these articles will not be
repeated here. Instead, a brief overview of conditions affecting gastric, small bowel and colonic
function is given, to provide context for the imaging advances component of this article. Delayed
gastric emptying (referred to as gastroparesis by some, but not all, gastroenterologists) is
characterised by delayed gastric emptying of solids or liquids in the absence of a mechanical
obstruction[11], [12] . Up to 70% of cases are idiopathic, although secondary causes may include
surgery, medication or infection[13], [14]. Diagnosis is currently made with scintigraphy and patients
are managed with careful dietary planning and use of pro-kinetics however data is seemingly
equivocal especially in adult populations where the majority of studies have taken place[12], [15],
[16]. Complicating matters further, cardiac side-effects of drugs including domperidone[17], [18],

and erythromycin[19], [20] have left many clinicians wary of using medications in paediatric
cohorts[21].
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Motor disorders of the small bowel include Chronic Intestinal Pseudo-Obstruction (CIPO) where
loops of bowel may become distended in the absence of a mechanical obstruction[22]. The
condition in adults is often secondary to diseases including scleroderma however idiopathic forms of
the disease with a neuropathic or myopathic origin occur in a very small proportion of children[23],
[24]. Although rare, management of these patients is challenging with malnutrition and
complications of enteric feeding driving a high mortality rate in this population[25]. The use of prokinetics is limited[26] and radical interventions including intestinal transplants are currently used in
some cases to address the most serious forms of CIPO[27].
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Colonic dysmotility is complex and, like the stomach and small bowel, poorly understood despite a
large body of research in adult populations. Two of the most commonly encountered disorders of
dysmotility are Hirschsprung disease and constipation. Hirschsprung disease, is life threatening with
a relatively high prevalence of 1 in 10,000 births and a male predominance[28]. Hirschsprungs is
believed to originate with mis-development of the enteric nervous system and takes several forms
with varying effect on gut physiology[29]. Diagnostic tools include contrast enema, anorectal
manometry and rectal biopsy (suction or open under anaesthesia). Surgery is required with the
exception maybe of children diagnosed with short-segment Hirschsprung disease (internal anal
sphincter achalasia)[4], [30]. Constipation contributes a reasonable proportion of the paediatric
gastroenterology workload ranging from 1-30%[31] of patients but as high as 25% of Paediatric
Gastroenterology Consultations[32]. Although rarely life threatening, constipation is distressing for
patients and sufficiently common to make it difficult to deal with effectively in clinic.
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MRI has been used in a number of recent studies to investigate conditions affecting stomach, small
bowel and colon and has increasingly becoming a valuable research tool to investigate numerous
aspects of gastrointestinal physiology. The above described gastroparesis, CIPO, Hirschsprung
disease and constipation (especially in its chronic and medically recalcitrant form) represent key
disorders of gastrointestinal motility in paediatric populations, which are well suited to exploration
with MRI. We would like to stress however that the symptoms patients experience may be
underpinned by a number of factors (e.g. psychological) and do not necessarily predicate motility. In
the next section of this paper, we will discuss some of the key findings described over last five years
in MR enterography and illustrate how this might be adapted to paediatric populations.

Use of MRI for assessment of gastrointestinal dysmotility

A

MRI for the stomach: Evaluation of gastric physiology with MRI is relatively well developed.
Specifically for the investigation of transit and emptying[33], the technique is suitably validated and
numerous studies have been conducted examining the impact of different meal types and
compositions on emptying times. MRI itself has been compared with scintigraphy[34], [35] and good
agreement has been observed. Beyond transit, MRI can offer functional information on contractility
allowing a user to observe not only large propagating contractions but also, small sub-occlusive
events that are difficult even to observe with existing techniques (e.g. manometry)[36]–[40].
The potential ability to combine multiple measurements of gastric physiology in one scanning
session makes MRI versatile and informative modality[35], [37], [41]. In a feasibility study, MRI has
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recently been used in a combinatorial approach to investigate the interaction between emptying
times and motility with a proposed surrogate for accommodation[41]. In a cohort of nine
gastroparetic patients with controls, gastric emptying times were found to be decreased despite
transit times being faster – a seemingly paradoxical situation. The surrogate measure for gastric
accommodation (a potential confounder for the clinical picture) was derived through taking into
account how the fundus expands following a meal. Although statistically insignificant, the data
supported an altered ability of the fundus to expand in response to the meal providing a possible
explanation for the accelerated transit in absence of increased motility. While this study of course
requires repetition in a suitably powered investigation, exploring transit in the context of other
potentially impactful and aberrant physiological processes is likely key for better understanding
heterogeneous diseases such as dyspepsia. As repeated throughout this review, MRI is safe and a
range of protocols in terms of different food stimuli might be developed making the test well poised
for paediatric populations. From a practical perspective, many paediatric patients will undergo
multiple gastric physiology tests (e.g. manometry , scintigraphy) and where the same data can be
obtained from a single study a positive impact from patient experience and even hospital costs
might be realised.
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A broader discussion of the pros and cons of MRI is presented later in this article but specifically, the
supine position in the scanner has been criticised as being non-physiological (although unproven in
its effect)[42]. In practice, scintigraphy and manometry are performed (or at least inserted in the
case of manometry) in the supine position. Upright, seated scanners are available offering an
exciting future possibility for an MRI based workup and enable further validation or comparison
against existing physiological techniques. Another persistent challenge with MRI data is its
assessment and, while the quality of the images themselves have not changed much in recent years,
the range of tools to assess gastric physiology have progressed. For meal volume segmentation,
several articles have described semi-automated methods to facilitate transit scoring and motility
assessment[43], [44].
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MRI of the small bowel: Over the past decade, the use of MRI to assess Crohn’s Disease has rapidly
expanded with excellent soft tissue contrast for the assessment of structural changes in the bowel
wall. Building on developments in cardiac MRI, the modality’s ability to provide dynamic ‘cine’ data
depicting motility has also seen increased use[45]. In practice, this motility imaging is used to
provide greater confidence to the Radiologist when separating inflamed bowel (which is hypomotile) from transiently collapsed loops which will often peristalses freely[46]–[49]. A situation that
is less clear in anatomical images only.

A

The main advancement in the field has been the arrival of objective image processing techniques to
assess small bowel motility[49]–[53]. Broadly, two approaches have been taken focusing on either
segmental motility assessment exploring dysmotility at a specific lesion within the small bowel or,
increasingly, global changes which may arise from low grade inflammation, neuro-muscular
degeneration or in response to an external stimuli.
Segmental dysmotility in Crohn’s disease has shown a strong negative relationship between the
degree of inflammation and motility[46], [47]. Importantly, this relationship appears to be dynamic
with a clinical improvement in the severity of the lesion correlating also with a return of motility in

that bowel region[54]. A recent study demonstrated a 93.1 sensitivity and 76.5 specificity of motility
to assess treatment response in CD demonstrating the clinical applicability of the technique.
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Global motility assessment offers potentially important new insights into dysmotility and serves to
summarise contractile activity across the bowel in a single, quantitative surrogate marker[55], [56].
In early studies, the approach was seen to be objective and repeatable in health volunteers scanned
six weeks apart[55]. Provoking motility with neostigmine and suppressing it with Buscopan, each
against a placebo control, produced strong significant results against known pharmacological
influencers of motility. Moving into clinical studies, changes in global motility could be clearly seen in
patients with Chronic Intestinal Pseudo-Obstruction who had a lower basal motility compared
against healthy controls[57], [58]. Interestingly, in one study CIPO several subjects provoked with
neostigmine had a robust increase in motility while other, with an underlying diagnosis of
scleroderma, did not providing an interesting proof of concept study into the role MRI might have of
phenotyping enteric disease[57]. Changes in global dysmotility have also been investigated in the
context of patient symptoms with the ‘variation’ in motility correlating negatively against diarrhoea.
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The prevalence of articles exploring small bowel dysmotility has been driven by the organ being so
difficult to investigate in general. Ongoing work is now exploring the best ways to prepare the
bowel. Traditionally, an oral hyper-osmotic drink (e.g. mannitol) has been used to distend the bowel
and provide the good luminal contrast required by radiologists usually looking for evidence of
IBD[59], [60]. The use of mannitol is non-physiological and several groups have begun exploring meal
challenges which have a pronounced effect on motility in very short time scales. The ability to
compare pre-post meal changes in motility represents an important advance and paradigm for MRI
imaging where extended ambulatory studies are simply unfeasible.
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One of the main challenges with exploring small bowel dysmotility is understanding normal ranges.
This is difficult in adults currently and even more so in children where historically very little data
exist. Nevertheless, for diseases such as CIPO the large calibre changes in bowel diameter together
with depressed motility are easily identified with MRI and the technique represents an ideal
approach for research and early clinical investigations in complex cases.
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MRI of the colon: In contrast to the small bowel, the physiology of the large intestine has been
relatively well studied with a range of techniques across numerous diseases[61], [62]. Transit time
through the colon and manometry of the distal colon are routinely performed in many centres
however the added value of these investigations is, in many cases, difficult to quantify in more
complex disease[61]. MRI of the colon is relatively underdeveloped however there have been
several advances in the last few years of note. First, dynamic imaging of the colon (as is used in the
small bowel) can be used to reveal detailed physiological information depicting both small and large
contractions propagating through the colon. Preparation with contrast (Moviprep) stimulates
powerful contractile activity from baseline and, when imaged over long enough periods can be used
to interrogate normal function[63]. In one recent study a combinatorial approach was used to assess
motility in the context of fluid content and colonic volume to discriminate between chronic and
functional constipation[64]. This paper postulated that disorganised contractility might underpin the
latter and is corroborated by other studies with different techniques including wireless capsule
endoscopy and manometry[65]–[68]. As with the small bowel and stomach, post processing has
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further enabled objective assessment of contractility with a key advance being respiration correction
permitting the analysis of much longer time series (>10mins) without the patient needing to hold
their breath (as is standard in many small bowel studies)[52], [63]. As colonic contractions are less
frequent, the ability to scan for longer is a major advantage although protocols using a stimulus will
likely be favoured for practical reasons in terms of scan times. An advantage of colonic scanning over
small bowel is the ability to characterise contractile actions in a specific region of bowel; for example
the entire ascending colon can be visualised in a single sagittal scan slice. Analysis of a specified
portion of bowel enables spatio-temporal measurement of bowel wall motion that translate into
real distances as opposed to the surrogate measures used in the small bowel[63]. This will enable
better comparison to techniques like manometry, indeed this has already been performed[69],
however the approaches are sufficiently different to prevent true validation.
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Stressing the theme of multi-parametric assessment of gut function, MR-opaque capsules have been
developed and used in several studies that enable simultaneous assessment of motility and transit
time[70]. In 21 subjects, 20x7mm capsules filled with water and trace levels of gadolinium were
ingested and showed clearly on T1 weighted MR imaging however agreement was relatively poor
against a Lactose Ureide 13C breath test, perhaps due to the large size. Smaller capsules may provide
better agreement but in addition, the head of the meal can also be visualised with MRI providing
two potential markers of transit alongside anatomical and motility imaging that make this an exciting
area of development within the field.
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Study of colonic physiology remains limited at present to just a few groups globally. However, there
is potential value for paediatric conditions such as constipation and Hirschprung disease. To our
knowledge, such diseases have yet to be scanned with MRI so we are collectively ignorant of exactly
how functional imaging data of processes like motility might impact clinical decisions however, even
as a research tool, it is likely that novel insights into such conditions might be achieved.

Pros and Cons of MRI:
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A common challenge for conversations surrounding the use of MRI is the topic of cost. MRI remains
one of the most in demand technologies in the modern hospital across specialities and its use for
what is often considered to be ‘functional,’ untreatable conditions might be considered wasteful.
However, in some diseases areas (specifically Crohn’s) MRI is now routinely used to monitor
treatment suggesting an evolution in how the value of the technology is perceived. A common
comparison is the expanding role of MRI in cardiology. Cardiology, despite having a numerous cost
effective techniques (ECG, echos, CT etc) has benefited greatly from a surge of highly sophisticated
advances in medical imaging making cardiac MR an essential part of many conditions’ work up[71].
We are not yet seeing the parallels clinically with MR enterography but the swell in research and
development of a range of techniques favour a similar expansion in the role of MR within
gastroenterology. In practice, MRI is likely less costly than alterative techniques especially those
requiring radioisotopes or invasive and disposable componentry and as the number of MRI units
increase and diagnostic value of the technique is better understood attitudes here will change.
Improvements in imaging analysis have certainly driven the use of MRI in research but the technique
remains time consuming in practice both at the point of acquisition and analysis. Many established
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GI physiology tests take place over a course of hours with repeat observations. This is simply not
possible in a busy MRI unit and as such, novel protocols must be established. Some have been
discussed above using simulant challenges to provoke a GI response and indeed, analogous
approaches are routinely used in cardiac MRI and we therefore do not believe that this invalidates
the approach rather demands a change in popular thinking. Additional considerations arise from
patient tolerance to MRI scanning. Many adults struggle to comply with imaging protocols and his
can be even more difficult in paediatric populations. Nevertheless, MRI scanning is very common
across paediatric care and even for IBD. Although a failure rate is present steps can be taken with
training, reassurance from friends, family and skilled radiographers to maximise compliance.
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Beyond the potential described in the previous section, one of the key strengths of MRI is safety and
non-invasiveness making it well suited to young and vulnerable paediatric populations. One of the
greatest challenges for research in this field is a paucity of control and healthy data to which we
might compare patient cases. Even if MRI does not become the premier method for assessing GI
dysmotility the opportunity to collect healthy range data make it a really important test for more
broadly informing the field and enabling advances going forward.
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Conclusion
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We live in an exciting time for the improvement in our understanding of gastrointestinal disease.
Advances in biomedical imaging allow real-time visualisation and quantitation of the gut. The
opportunity to gain novel insights into complex diseases and thereafter to apply our growing
armamentarium of therapeutic strategies ought to be of tremendous interest to researchers and
clinical practitioners in the field alike and we hope that this review offers some insights as to how
the field might evolve.
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Figure 1. A simple method for evaluating gastric motility by plotting the length of a line crossing the
gastric lumen across several time points (images A,B & C). Computer algorithms can be used to
perform this automatically which makes the process less time intensive. The length of the line at
different time points can be plotted (dotted red line = actual data, solid red line = fitted) against time
and a contraction determined by diameter change beneath a threshold (black dotted line) (D).
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Figure 2. A) A single image from a dynamic ‘cine’ series of usually 20 images. B) the deformation
fields generated by the image registration map how much each pixel image moves between the
frames in the series. C) The summary of the deformation fields as a motility map with areas of high
movement in red and low in blue. Red arrows indicate region of inflamed bowel and lower motility
index.

